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Executive summary

Every IT department has to take into account technology and service when 
evaluating which server platform to use. These two areas are, by far, the 
ones that have the most impact in the short and long term. Technology and 
service are crucial to the way any IT platform evolves. It aff ects the costs 
that your business has to carry throughout the lifecycle of the platform you 
deploy, making your platform choice an important business decision.

Canonical develops the Ubuntu platform to be stable and secure for use 
in enterprise and business environments. A key focus in the development 
of Ubuntu is ensuring that it can be easily managed. Its Debian base gives 
it a superior package management structure for easy package management. 
In addition to this, we have developed Ubuntu so that only the minimum 
required packages are installed and updated. This greatly reduces 
potential security vulnerabilities and sets the foundations for a robust 
and secure platform.

Ubuntu’s unique lifecycle enables our development team to more easily 
balance the stability of the system with the ability to support new hardware 
and software development. Ubuntu’s dual release cycle provides frequent 
six-month releases that incorporates the latest open-source innovations 
and hardware support, while the long-term support (LTS) versions, which 
are released every two years, provide greater stability for systems that don’t 
require a high refresh rate.

As our mission is to ensure that all organisations can easily benefi t from 
using open-source software and solutions, we off er the Ubuntu Advantage 
programme to help businesses optimise their use of the Ubuntu platform. 
This programme gives you systems management tools to more effi  ciently 
manage your Ubuntu systems. It also provides you with access to the highest 
level of Ubuntu expertise, giving you a priority service to resolve and fi x any 
platform issues you come across.

Canonical provides secure and robust platforms for the enterprise that can 
be easily maintained with the least amount of eff ort and resources. In addition 
to providing technology that is effi  cient, we off er the Ubuntu Advantage 
programme to help businesses implement Ubuntu system best practices so 
they can see a faster return on investment from their open-source solution.
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Introduction

Easy to install, use and maintain, Ubuntu Server Edition’s lean design makes it 
easier to manage.

Ubuntu’s six-month release cycle also sets it apart. With frequent security 
updates over an 18-month period, the Ubuntu release timetable brings the 
latest innovations to users quickly. Its long-term support (LTS) releases are 
supported for three years on the desktop and fi ve years on the server. Perfect 
for organisations that need more stability for larger deployments.

Canonical, the company behind the Ubuntu project, works with all the major 
hardware providers – Dell, HP, and Intel to name a few – to off er Ubuntu on 
all standard devices. And for further peace of mind, Ubuntu Server is based 
on open standards so it integrates seamlessly with other technologies and 
applications. It gives you the freedom to choose from a range of open-source 
and proprietary applications so you can avoid substantial switching costs.

In this white paper, we’ll take a look at how Ubuntu’s unique dual-release 
cycle can bring the best innovations from the open-source world to your test 
and development machines. We’ll also examine the rigorous testing and 
quality assurance that goes into ensuring a robust, stable and fl exible platform 
for your production environments.

No licence restrictions mean you can expand your IT systems without having 
to acquire additional licences. This white paper introduces you to the Ubuntu 
Advantage programme, which off ers all the system tools and enterprise services 
you need to make the most of Ubuntu solutions.

Service and platform fl exibility

Canonical makes the Ubuntu Server Edition platform reliable and secure 
for the enterprise, and ensures that it is easily accessible. Unlike other 
commercially supported Linux distributions, organisations can use the Ubuntu 
platform without having to purchase software licences for every machine on 
which it is deployed. Instead, we provide system tools and enterprise services 
through the Ubuntu Advantage programme to help businesses make the most 
of Ubuntu open-source solutions. This gives you greater fl exibility to deploy 
Ubuntu whenever and wherever you wish with the option to purchase 
services and tools where needed.
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LOWER UPFRONT COSTS

You can develop, test and deploy Ubuntu systems without restrictions and 
without having to budget for software costs each time you develop or make 
changes to your IT environment. The upfront costs to redesign or deploy 
new Ubuntu systems are much lower because you can test them and easily 
transition from test to production environments without software licensing 
concerns. Canonical also provides all system updates and upgrades at no 
costs. This means that you are not bound to any contract or major upfront 
investment while testing and developing on Ubuntu.

FULL ENTERPRISE CAPABILITIES IN A SINGLE SERVER IMAGE

Ubuntu Server includes the technology for all possible enterprise server 
confi gurations in a single server image. There are no additional add-on modules 
with hidden costs. The single image provides the necessary packages and 
software components to deploy common fi le, print, mail and network 
infrastructure servers through to virtualised or high availability confi gurations 
without the need to purchase additional software. It provides more complete 
enterprise coverage through a single server image, reducing the complexity 
of having to manage multiple software extensions.

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT AND TOOLS

In addition to providing a single server image, Canonical also off ers an enterprise 
services programme, Ubuntu Advantage, which includes support for all the 
inherent functionality on Ubuntu Server and Ubuntu Desktop. There are three 
levels of service for the server, giving you the option to choose the right level 
of coverage for your server workload.

The levels are:

• Essential: provides coverage for common workloads such as application 
 and web serving, network infrastructure services as well as fi le, print and   
 email servers.

• Standard: covers standard enterprise-type confi gurations including server   
 virtualisation, load balancing and failover, VPN and database servers.

• Advanced: provides 24x7 coverage for mission-critical servers and complex   
 confi gurations such as high-availability, clustering and directory serving 
 and authentication.
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Ubuntu Advantage is purchased on a per-machine basis for an unlimited 
number of processors and virtualised guests, saving you the trouble of having 
to count the number of processor cores or estimate the number of virtualised 
guests you intend to run. All service levels provide phone and online support 
and access to the online Knowledge Base which has up-to-date technical articles 
on best-practice confi gurations and fi xes for common issues.

The Ubuntu Advantage programme gives enterprises access to a premium 
level of support through an assigned Premium Service Engineer. This service 
provides a single point of contact for organisations to escalate high priority
issues that need immediate attention and the highest level of care. Canonical’s 
Premium Service Engineers provide expert advice and help customers to fast 
track priority issues to the platform engineering team where necessary.
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The Ubuntu Advantage programme also includes the Ubuntu systems 
management and monitoring tool, Landscape. Landscape simplifi es and 
reduces the workloads of systems administrators by automating many of the 
daily time consuming but necessary systems update and maintenance tasks. 
Automating these activities saves time and helps reduce the potential for 
making errors through repeated manual tasks. Landscape provides the unique 
capability of managing both your physical machines and your virtual and cloud 
instances on your own platform and on public cloud platforms like Amazon’s 
EC2. This means you can remotely manage all your Ubuntu machines with a 
single tool and interface.
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Easier and more secure systems management

Ubuntu Server Edition has been developed by Canonical to off er effi  cient 
server technology that can run and be managed with minimum resources, 
time and costs. One of the reasons Ubuntu Server can be managed so easily 
is because of its package management system.

Although package management and maintenance is a necessary IT activity, it 
tends to be an extremely time-consuming and often manual task. Running a 
platform that is easy to manage and maintain can save a signifi cant amount of 
time for systems administrators, allowing them to spend more time on other 
business-critical activities. Ubuntu’s packaging system is based on Debian’s, 
which is known to have the best packaging in terms of technology and quality, 
and helps save time with systems management and maintenance.

FASTER, MORE RELIABLE UPDATES

Ubuntu uses the advanced packaging tool (APT) package management 
system, which gives you fast and reliable automated update mechanisms that 
you can fully control. It covers not only the operating system but all of the 
open-source packages that you install on top of it. Moreover, administrators 
can easily learn how to package any programme and publish it in a private 
repository, so that they can manage the system as one unique component.

APT has been recognised to be up to three times faster1 at processing common 
administration tasks such as updating its database or calculating updates for 
packages, compared to Novell’s yast or yum systems management tools. This is, 
in part, due to the better architecture of APT, but also because APT does not 
have to rely on a single source on the Internet from which to fetch its information. 
Ubuntu’s repositories are mirrored in almost every country in the world. This 
allows for much better response times, and very high resilience without 
sacrifi cing security as every package that we deliver is signed cryptographically. 
Also, your Ubuntu system will refuse to install any unverifi ed packages.

MAINTAIN SECURE SYSTEMS WITH LESS EFFORT

The Ubuntu repository is divided into the following components:

• Main: contains offi  cially supported software.

• Restricted: contains supported software that is not available under 
 a free-to-use license.

• Universe: contains software supported by the Ubuntu community.

• Multiverse: contains Ubuntu-compatible software that is not free to use.

As a user or administrator, these repositories provide you with the fl exibility 
to install software from various sources. All packages from Main are not only 
fully supported by Canonical but also security audited and quality assured for 
stability before they are accepted into the repository.

1“Having Yum for Breakfast”, Linux-Magazine, 06/17/2009, http://www.linux-mag.com/cache/7382/1.html
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Moreover, the way Ubuntu delivers updates, backports and security patches 
is unique. Most RPM-based Linux distributions do not have a clear way of 
diff erentiating between these three types of patches and unless you spend 
a lot of time setting up a system, which will allow you to pick and choose the 
type of patch, applying updates to a system generally requires all patches to 
be applied or none at all. Because Ubuntu distinguishes clearly between the 
three, administrators can apply only the required update, backport or security 
patch rather than having to apply all patches at once.

If a systems administrator wants to limit the risk of potential regressions on 
his Ubuntu systems, which are generally introduced by updates and backports, 
they can subscribe to only security updates. This will fi lter the patches to 
provide only patches covering recently discovered potential security issues. 
This means that they can, with minimal eff ort, keep their systems secure at all 
times, while maintaining system stability. Although, this does not necessarily 
remove the administration practice of validating patches in a staging 
environment before deploying them, it does greatly reduce risks and the time 
it takes to perform updates on Ubuntu compared to other distributions.

EASIER CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Debian packages are not just a way to drop script or binary applications on 
a disk. The system also handles the confi guration of the package within its 
environment, as is the case for RPM-based distributions. For example, if a 
piece of backup software needs to store its data within a database, it can 
prompt the user to pick which database to use. Packages are always confi gured 
with a default that covers the general use case and uses secure settings.

Users can reconfi gure packages through debconf at any time, raising or 
lowering the priority of questions that can be asked to get more or fewer 
controls about how the confi guration is done. Of course, if the confi guration 
fi les for a package have been modifi ed manually, the user is always asked to 
review the proposed changes before accepting or rejecting them.

TIGHTER PACKAGE INTEGRATION

Debian packages integrate very well with each other. Several tools are used 
to help connect packages to each other, guaranteeing users a well-maintained 
and clean system. The basis of this is fi ne-grained dependencies for all packages, 
documentation for all packages and support for alternative programmes.

Fine-grained dependencies enable the user to request the installation of 
a package, so that the package itself – as well as every other dependent 
package – will be automatically installed. There is no need to look for libraries 
to get the package working; it gets installed simultaneously. Other Linux 
distributions only off er a single package for a given piece of software, leaving 
it to the administrators to know which options they plan on using to install 
the required dependancies.
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For example, Ubuntu users of ‘bacula’ can specify that they want to use 
a backend database. Here is an example of the result from the command 
apt-cache search bacula”:

bacula - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - meta-package

bacula-client - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - client meta-package

bacula-common - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - common support fi les

bacula-console - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - text console

bacula-director-common - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - Director common fi les

bacula-director-mysql - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - MySQL storage for Director

bacula-director-pgsql - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - PostgreSQL storage for Director

bacula-director-sqlite3 - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - SQLite 3 storage for Director

bacula-fd - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - fi le daemon

bacula-sd - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - storage daemon

bacula-sd-mysql - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - MySQL SD tools

bacula-sd-pgsql - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - PostgreSQL SD tools

bacula-sd-sqlite3 - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - SQLite 3 SD tools

bacula-server - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - server meta-package

bacula-console-qt - Bacula Administration Tool Console

bacula-director-sqlite - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - SQLite storage for Director

bacula-doc - Documentation for Bacula

bacula-sd-sqlite - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - SQLite SD tools

bacula-traymonitor - network backup, recovery and verifi cation - tray monitor

As you can see the programme bacula has been split into multiple sub-packages 
that allow the specifi cation, among other things, which database the bacula 
director will use. The command “apt-get install bacula-director-mysql” will 
install both the bacula director and the mysql database, confi guring them to 
work together, saving time and removing the need to manually install 
multiple packages.

Additionally, when a package requires a service, such as an SMTP mail server 
for example, it references its requirement for SMTP, not Postfi x or Sendmail or 
any other specifi c MTA. Symmetrically, each MTA package references itself in 
the Debian packaging as providing this service. This means that when the 
package is installed, it will not override the user preferences for a given MTA 
and pull the one it recommends, but just use the one that is currently installed, 
making the installation both easier and quicker.

Finer grained packages also reduce security risks. The fewer packages installed 
on a machine, the lower the exposure for a security attack. An attacker cannot 
use what is not there.

Finally, Ubuntu uses the notion of virtual packages, which saves installation and 
confi guration setup time. This allows administrators to install multiple packages 
in a single step and confi gure them to work together, as is the case when 
selecting a mail server installation.
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WIDER COVERAGE

Ubuntu off ers more than 25,000 packages in its offi  cial repositories. 
Approximately 6,000 of these packages can be found in the Ubuntu Main 
repository and are fully supported by Canonical through the Ubuntu 
Advantage programme. All the packages available in the offi  cial Ubuntu 
repositories are built using the same tool-chain and share common 
dependencies. So administrators can easily access and use a vast range of 
applications, including those compatible with the Ubuntu platform that may 
not be offi  cially supported by Canonical. Other enterprise distributions limit 
the choice of packages that can be used by only off ering those packages 
that they have elected to support. As a result, administrators of other 
distributions can spend a lot of time installing packages from untrusted 
sources, provoking dependency issues and putting their systems at risk. 
Adding unsupported packages will also void their support contract. This is 
unlike the Ubuntu Advantage programme which supports the Ubuntu 
platform even if it has packages not supported by Canonical installed from 
the offi  cial Ubuntu repositories.

Platform innovation

Ubuntu follows a regular, frequent release cycle. This rapid cycle has allowed 
Ubuntu Server to become one of the most innovative platforms. Key new 
technologies can be introduced and refi ned at a very fast pace. Looking back 
from version 7.10, here is an example of this in the virtualisation space:

• 7.10 introduces JeOS and VMBuilder, the base components to build 
 intelligent guests, defi ning the space that all others will follow.

• 8.04 introduces KVM as its core hypervisor, being the fi rst distribution 
 to do so.

• 8.10 introduces simple installation profi les for KVM+Libvirt deployment.

• 9.04 introduces Ubuntu Enterprise Cloud (powered by Eucalyptus) 
 and is the fi rst distribution to off er a complete open-source cloud 
 infrastructure solution.

Ubuntu is also leading the open-source ecosystem as more and more projects 
are now following our release model, synchronising themselves to a schedule 
which makes it easier to work together. Canonical releases Ubuntu in April 
and October each year. With fi xed release dates for Ubuntu, businesses 
are able to plan infrastructure upgrades or changes with more certainty 
and confi dence.
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THE UBUNTU LIFECYCLE

Canonical provides a fi xed and predictable support and maintenance lifecycle 
for Ubuntu. Our short, six-month standard release cycle ensures that the 
latest technology updates are brought into a stable, enterprise-grade Ubuntu 
platform. These standard releases are maintained for 18 months.

The Ubuntu long-term support (LTS) releases, unlike standard release versions, 
are released every two years. As every IT environment has diff erent classes 
of machines, the LTS lifecycle was specifi cally created for those systems in IT 
environments that require greater stability, rather than a high refresh rate. 
LTS versions are updated every six months in a consolidated point release 
that makes it easier for organisations to install the current LTS on new hardware 
without having to download all of the subsequent patches released since the 
product’s introduction. Point releases are provided until the next full LTS 
version becomes available. LTS releases are maintained for fi ve years on servers 
and three years on desktops.

The table below summarises the diff erences between standard and LTS releases.

Feature Standard releases LTS releases

Maintenance period
(includes security and bug fixes)

18 months for the server and desktop 60 months for the server

30 months for the desktop

Seamless in-place upgrade To the next release To the next release or next LTS release

Point releases (patch consolidation) N/A An X.1 release after three months of 
the initial release, then every six months 
thereafter until the next LTS
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The following diagram illustrates the Ubuntu lifecycle.

Note: our version numbering is using a YY.MM format, where YY is the release year and the MM the month.

All Ubuntu releases are equally supported, allowing you to get help from 
Canonical on any version that is within its standard maintenance cycle. 
For example, a customer that has standardised their production environment 
to 8.04 LTS may have a requirement to switch to a newer version of MySQL 
on some of their production servers. Rather than having to backport this new 
version of MySQL to 8.04 LTS, they could deploy the latest standard version 
of Ubuntu that supports the newer version of MySQL. Assuming those servers 
on which the new version of MySQL and Ubuntu are being deployed already 
have support through the Ubuntu Advantage programme, they will continue 
to receive the same level of support without additional charges or any need 
to change contracts. Our customers can deploy any version of Ubuntu without 
compromising their support and can therefore choose to upgrade some of 
their servers to the latest Ubuntu release and still receive our support under 
their Ubuntu Advantage service.
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IN-PLACE UPGRADES SAVE TIME

Maintaining your systems as they evolve over time can become an increasingly 
time-consuming task as systems get older. For this reason, our unique product 
lifecycle ensures that you can perform system upgrades in place, time after 
time, at the pace you choose and without compromising the work you have 
put in to setting them up. Upgrade management is one of the unique features 
in Ubuntu we have specially tuned to allow seamless upgrades from one LTS 
release to another. This feature also includes confi guration upgrades. Unlike 
other enterprise distributions, that unrealistically recommend you to start your 
upgrade from scratch, Ubuntu allows for smooth and easy upgrades from any 
previous versions you already have in place.

Also, when the time comes for you to migrate your services to new equipment, 
the versatility of our operating system and its wide coverage of hardware 
will ensure that you have real choices in terms of equipment and a seamless 
transition from one platform to another.
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Platform reliability

STABLE RELEASE UPDATES

Once an Ubuntu release has been completed and published, updates for 
it are only released under certain circumstances, and must follow a special 
procedure called a “stable release update” or SRU.

In contrast to pre-release versions, offi  cial releases of Ubuntu are subject to 
much wider use, and by a diff erent demographic of user. During development, 
changes to the distribution primarily aff ect developers, early adopters and 
other advanced users, all of whom have elected to use pre-release software 
at their own risk.

Users of the offi  cial release, in contrast, expect a high degree of stability. 
They use their Ubuntu system for their day-to day work, and problems they 
experience with it can be extremely disruptive. Many of them are less 
experienced with Ubuntu and Linux, and expect a reliable system which 
does not require their intervention.

Stable release updates are automatically recommended to a very large number 
of users, and Canonical’s priority is to ensure they go through the necessary 
rigours of in-depth testing. Therefore, when updates are proposed, Canonical 
will only consider those that have a strong rationale and present a low risk 
of regressions.

SECURITY UPDATES PROCEDURE

Ubuntu developers only fi x bugs in our stable releases which truly aff ect overall 
system security, such as security gaps that enable an attacker to circumvent 
the permissions confi gured on the system, or are a threat to the user’s data. 

The most common examples are:

• Buff er overfl ow in a server process which results in a crash (denial of service)   
 and/or to execute attacker provided code (privilege escalation).

• Insecure temporary fi le handling which allows race condition and symlink   
 attacks to delete unrelated fi les with the invoker’s privileges.

• Non-working security-relevant confi guration options (e.g. iptables that 
 allow packets which should be blocked, or a server’s ACL option that does   
 not do the right thing).

• Less critical bugs (like denial-of-service vulnerabilities in instant messengers
 or email applications) are also usually fi xed, but with lower priority.

The Ubuntu Security team (security@ubuntu.com, Launchpad team ubuntu-
security) is responsible for all issues that aff ect source packages in the Ubuntu 
Main and Restricted repositories.
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They also track issues in the Universe and Multiverse repositories and aim to 
solve vulnerabilities for these packages in the current development release 
by requesting syncs from Debian. Patches for fl aws in packages from Universe 
and Multiverse for stable releases are prepared by community members

SECURITY TEAM POLICY

The security team policy describes the security principles that the Ubuntu 
distribution follows as a whole. 

Topics covered include:

• Sudo by default

• No open ports

• Local network privacy

• Reasonable physical access

• Unlimited local resource utilisation

• Permissive home directory access

• Execute-permission bit required

MAIN INCLUSION PROCESS AND REQUIREMENTS

Packages in Ubuntu Main and Restricted are offi  cially maintained, supported 
and recommended by the Ubuntu project.

Security updates are provided for them by Canonical, and support is provided 
through the Ubuntu Advantage service. There is an open and clear process 
for the special considerations that are made when any new packages are added 
to the Ubuntu Main and Restricted repositories. The process includes validation 
of a list of requirements which is checked by the Ubuntu Technical Board.

These requirements include:

• Availability

• Rationale

• Security

• Quality assurance

• Bug review

• Hardware dependencies

• Standards compliance

• Dependencies

• Maintenance
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RELEASE PROCESS

Each release cycle follows the same general pattern, with the following major 
phases. Ubuntu developers are expected to track this process closely, and 
ensure that their work is aligned with that of others. Regular releases2 mean 
that we are well coordinated in our eff orts to produce on-time releases enabling 
businesses to more easily plan platform upgrades.

Here is a list of the steps that form the release process of Ubuntu:

• Beginning a new release

• Planning

• Merging with upstream

• Feature development

• Stabilisation (Freeze)

• Milestones

• Finalisation

• Stable releases

As IT environments in the enterprise are large and complex, software support 
policies and processes need to be as open and transparent as possible. 
Canonical and Ubuntu truly believe in the ethos of open-source software 
and making all aspects of Ubuntu open. Being transparent about one’s 
processes is as important as making the choice to use open-source software, 
as it provides you with clear visibility of Ubuntu and its development path.

2 https://wiki.ubuntu.com/TimeBasedReleases
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Conclusion

Canonical believes in and is dedicated to the value of open-source development 
and aims to help organisations reap the benefi ts of open-source software. 
We do this by providing organisations with the open-source, enterprise-grade 
platform, Ubuntu Server. Ubuntu Server comes with the highest levels of stability 
and security and is very easy to manage and maintain.

When organisations choose to use open-source solutions, they do so to break 
through the constraints of proprietary, contract-binding solutions. Organisations 
can deploy the Ubuntu Server platform in their development and test 
environments without needing to buy software licences. To complement this 
and help businesses make the transition to an open-source solution more easily, 
Canonical provides tools and expert services through the Ubuntu Advantage 
programme. This gives IT departments the systems management tools they 
need to manage their systems more effi  ciently. as well as training and access to 
the Ubuntu experts who can help resolve issues.

To fi nd out how your business can take advantage of open-source solutions 
on Ubuntu Server, get in touch with us today at www.canonical.com/sales
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